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ABSTRACT:  

Evergreening generally refers to layering of same product with the help of various patents which is helpful for a company 
to obtain monopoly for a long period of time. Patent plays an very important role in pharmaceutical industry since 

innovation in this sector are quite costly, development of drugs is very lengthy and expensive process but patent provide 

full opportunity to the company to gain profit. But if company layers his same medicine with various patents it will lead 

to ‘evergreening’, which ultimately exclude the medicine for a long period of time from public domain and also restrict 
generic manufactures to come into play. A generic drug is a drug which is produced and distributed without patent 

protection. Brand names companies use various kinds of strategies such as ‘next   generation drugs’, ‘strategic patenting’, 

‘over the counter switch’ and continues application practice. Patenting system also build some kind of defence wall for 
tackling immoral situation in patent layering such as Section 3(d), judicial precedent, Bolar provision and scheme like 

orange book in U.S.A. Additional layer should only be granted if the proposed medicine had some additional therapeutic 

efficacy mere minor modification in the medicine should not be qualified for additional patent  
This paper will discuss about the patent ‘evergreening’ in pharmaceutical sector and its effect on production of generic 

drugs, and discuss various techniques and strategies practiced by the brand name company for expanding their patent, 

measures taken by government for restricting such practices for the emergence of generic drug manufactures. Basic 

question in this paper is to evaluate that how the libertarian approach in patent system will exploit the interest of poor 
customers of country where most of the person are not able to afford high cost medicine and various any kind of remedies 

are available against such kind of exploitation. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Patent plays very important role in the pharmaceutical sector because innovations in this sector are too costly, 

highly complicated, time consuming and success rate is about 0.01% that is too low this will lead to significant 

revenue loss for the manufacturing company. Therefore the need of patent protection is the basic need of this 

industry, in India law governing patents is the Indian Patent Act (1970)1 Patents Act grant patent which gives 

the 20 years monopoly right for a inventor whose invention fulfill the ground of new, useful, and non-obvious. 

Patent is a protection given to a product or process which protect that particular product and exclude it from 

public domain for 20 years and after the expiration of this period everyone is free to enjoy that particular 

product or process. In pharmaceutical sector after the expiration of time limit, generic manufacturers are free to 

produce generic drugs. Generic drugs simply means the raw composition of basic salt with excluded R&D 

expenses, which lead to high cost reduction in comparison to patented brand name drugs2.  

                                                             
1 VINOD V. SOPLE, MANAGING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: THE STRATEGIC IMPERATIVE, 292, (5th ed.2016). 
2 Dr. Vijay Oak, Evergreening of Patents, BHARTI LAW REVIEW,( July 7, 2018, 10:05 PM) 

http://elib.bvuict.in/moodle/pluginfile.php/151/mod_resource/content/0/Evergreening%20of%20Patent.pdf.  
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Emergence of generic drugs market is very useful from the point of view of public health but in comparison to 

Brand Name Company this is not a profitable scenario because pharmaceutical industry is largely controlled by 

privately owned companies which focus on stockholder’s profits. So they will try to layer there product with an 

extra patent which will give them extra run in their business. This layering is generally known as Evergreening.    

II. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

In early 1970’s before the enforcement of process patents, multinational pharmaceutical companies had more 

than 70% market share in India. After the liberalization policy of Indian economy in 1991 foreign investment 

started coming in various sector. However, the Indian Pharmaceutical industry did not attract much foreign 

investment because of inadequate IPR protection regulation. Other factor also restricts them to come into Indian 

market such as drug price which is controlled by Central Government. A analysis of drugs prices in India shows 

that that drugs like Prozac are sold in India at less than half the price at which they are being sold in the US at 

that time. Our drug market is largely influenced with formulation of generic drugs up till 1995 but after when 

India become a signatory to the Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), more global 

companies look India with the hope of more profit and a market to be captured3. Later India also signed the 

Paris Convention for the Protection of IPR and Patent Co-operation Treaty (PCT) which ultimately protect the 

right patent of multinational companies and it will help the multinational companies to establish their business 

also exclude the generic drugs for at least 20 years from market, various amendment also take place in the 

Patents Act for additional protection of the invention  

These above restriction imposed stay on generic drugs for at least 20 year, most of experts think that the 

concept of evergreening was firstly come under were a pharmaceutical company try to layer his product with 

extra patent. In Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical Inc. and Another v H.N Norton & Co. Ltd. and Other, a 

pharmaceutical company was engaged in producing a drug for the treatment of allergies in human body namely 

called as Terfenadine – Anti histamine. Basically medicine reduces the symptoms of allergies, medicine work 

inside the human body with the help of metabolic process of human. Terfenadine reacted with existing 

compound which in effect caused to lower the symptoms without any side effect. 

The invention was registered under 1970 patent. But later scientist of Merrell Dow found that it was not 

Terfenadine does not treat the allergies but a new compound which has been generated after the reaction named 

as Metabolite actually reduce the symptoms of allergies and claim patent on Metabolite eventually they got the 

patent in 1980 on Metabolite. 

The point of dispute is that H.N Norton & Co Ltd got the license of selling Terfenadine under 1970 patent.  

                                                             
3 VINOD V. SOPLE, MANAGING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: THE STRATEGIC IMPERATIVE, 294, (5th ed.2016). 
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After expiration of 1970 patent H.N Norton started to sell Terfenadine in Germany and the U.S.A in its own 

name. Merrell Dow brought an infringement suit against H.N Norton in all jurisdiction where the drugs was 

being supplied, suit was brought on the basis of 1980 patent not on the basis of 1970 patent. 

It has been argued by the Merrell Dow that the production of Terfenadine is violation of 1980 patent because 

they did not have the right to produce Metabolite according to 1980 patent. Anti Terfenadine is a commercial 

drug if H,N Norton allowed to continue then Merrell will thrown out from the market and company has nothing 

to claim according to 1970 patent. Other argument was that the entire property of H.N Norton product and 

Merrell Dow was same except Metabolite so before producing metabolite H.N Norton has to take permission 

from Merrell Dow and H.N Norton did not have license to produce metabolite. 

H.N Norton objected to the argument by saying that it is baseless to say that metabolite is distinct product from 

Terfenadine and it is the duty of inventor to disclose everything about the product in patent specification. It is 

baseless argument that inventor did not know about the Metabolite. Existence of Metabolite can be anticipated 

by both disclosure and use. 

Court held that Merrell Dow claim cannot sustain because it is the fundamental duty of every inventor to 

disclose it’s the duty every inventor to disclose the invention in detail. Mistake of not knowing the existing 

compound cannot be treated as base for the patent protection. Reasonably Merrell Dow claim was rejected 

because if court grant successive claim on such grounds then it will be turn out to a destructive process because 

patent give the right of monopoly and successive protection will lead to evergreening and it will turn out be 

exploitation of patent protection4.  

III. CONCEPT OF EVERGREENING 

In pharmaceutical patent sector, evergreening of a particular medicine is a common issue. The pharmaceutical 

sector try to extent the monopoly right beyond 20 years, so before expiration of period he will try to add on an 

extra layer of patent in the existing product on the name of minor improvement. Basic idea behind evergreening 

is to increase the ‘patent life cycle’ this is done in very artful manner such as claiming patent on various part of 

an invention on a regular period of time. 

Evergreening refers is an attempt by owner of patented product to effectively extend the time period of patent 

on the name of modified form of same drugs, new use, patent on new element of existing product. Various 

properties of drug which can be eligible for patent is used in this practice such as method of manufacture, 

treatment, chemical intermediates, formulation, mechanism of action, screening method etc. Owner claim 

                                                             
4 Asst. Prof. Shail Shakya, “Novelty- Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical Inc. and Another v H.N Norton & Co. Ltd. and Other”, (lecture), 

Dr. Shakuntala Misra National Rehabilitation University, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, September 18,2017      
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invention on those thing which is ultimately part of a single product, with the intention to extend their 

monopoly right for long period of time5. For example If A, Co. invented a new drug which is able to cure X 

disease. A, Co. files a patent on Jan 1, 2005 and drug is protected by patent that will expire twenty later on Jan 

1 2025. On Feb 2010 A, Co company file another application on the ground improved method of manufacturing 

and patent also granted in this situation that will on Feb 2030. 

In this example generic drugs will come into the market after expiration of first patent on starting of 2025 but 

because of extra layer of patent instead of 2025 generic drugs will come into market on 2030. So from the 

above example we can concluded that evergreening is a cleaver way by which patent holder exclude the 

competitor from market, inventor generally build families of patents around a single drug and block any 

possible competitor to under the domain of inventor6.    

IV. THE HATCH-WAXMAN ACT 

If we talk about evergreening in pharmaceutical sector then the discussion over this act is compulsory, the 

present act is enforceable in U.S.A. The basic objective behind this act is to give right to generic manufacturer 

of producing the patented drugs before expiration of patent. The Act governs a process through which a 

potential generic manufacturer may obtain the approval on a drug that has been already patented by other 

In this act there is a procedure through which a brand-name company chose their patented product that pertains 

to their pharmaceutical products. After listing of this type of product the information is share through 

publication commonly known as the “Orange Book”. If a potential generic manufacturer wants to sell or 

manufacture any kind of patented product listed in the “orange book” before expiration of patent protection, the 

company had an option to file its Abbreviated New Drugs Application, or ANDA. In this ANDA generic 

manufacturer must disclose its position why that patent is invalid or not infringed by the generic product. In this 

statute there is a provision called as “paragraph IV certification” which is act as an act of patent infringement, 

this provision gives the power to brand-name to commence litigation against generic firm.  

This act also known as a way of evergreening because prior to 2003 amendment, if a brand-name company 

choose to litigate against generic firm then this act will impose 30 months stay on generic manufacturer, so 

brand-name company file suit in various period of time and because of various suit in various time period stay 

on generic drugs also increase, through such kind of practices monopoly right of brand-name company also 

increase. But after 2003 amendment brand-name companies may obtain only a single 30 month stay. 

                                                             
5 Patent “Evergreening”: Issue in Innovation and Competition, November 2009, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE (July 

10,2018, 8:10 PM)  http://www.crsdocuments.com. 
6 Inderjit Singh Bansal, Deeptymaya Sahu, Gautam Bakshi and Sukhjeet Singh, Evergreening- A Controversial Issue in Pharma 

Milieu, 14,  Journal of Intellectual Property Right 299, 299-300 (2009). 
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V. EVERGREENING STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES IN PHARMA INDUSTRY  

Brand companies adopt various kinds of strategies to extend their monopoly in the current market these 

practices commonly known as ‘next generation drugs’, ‘strategic patenting’ ,‘continuous application’ and ‘over 

the counter switch’ etc7. These strategies involve skilled addition of patent or cauterization of market thorough 

which companies able to earn profit for long period of time. These strategies were discussed below: 

‘Next Generation Drugs’ this is the one of the most common strategy among companies where a extra layer of 

patent is claimed in the name of frivolous improvement of exiting drug or in the name of slight improvement in 

the compound of medicine. The essence of this technique is to present next level of existing drugs and claim 

patent on that drug. For example a medicine named ‘x’ so before expiration of patent, company claim a patent 

on ‘x1’ medicine. As seen in this illustration through this technique they protect the exiting compound ‘x’ with 

slight variation or presenting it in a new form. 

‘Strategic patenting’ is another techniques which fences a single product with numerous aspect of the drug such 

as formulation, production method, pro-drugs releasing active ingredients, different crystalline, substance 

resulting from metabolite, devices for administering the drug etc8. The ‘fencing’ is done with planning of time 

span, application usually filed before expiration of one aspect of patent this will provide additional years of 

market monopoly, but generally in this type of there is no add on therapeutic value of drug. 

‘Continues application’ means continues applying for the claim of patent on mere frivolous improvement or in 

different aspect of same drug. During last ten year period wherein the ‘mail box application’ filling was under 

process many company file multiple patent on single drug for increasing the probability for grant of patent. In 

recent 5- 10 years there is roughly 40-45 new drugs molecules were discovered but patent application was filled 

in huge quantity. Various sectors in the pharmaceutical sector try to protect their patent by using effective 

intelligent routes of continuation patent application.9   

Layers of patent is not only a single way through which pharmaceutical company gain monopoly right in the 

market, other market strategies are also adopted such as prescription to over-the-counter (OTC) switch, 

exclusive partnership with cream of generic players, establishment of subsidiary units by inventors in generic 

domain before the advent of rival generic players, defensive pricing etc10. Such strategy seems to be fair enough 

in comparison to techniques given above but companies instruct doctor for prescribing their brand name 

                                                             
7 Inderjit Singh Bansal, Deeptymaya Sahu, Gautam Bakshi and Sukhjeet Singh, Evergreening- A Controversial Issue in Pharma 

Milieu, 14,  Journal of Intellectual Property Right 299, 300-301 (2009). 
8 VINOD V. SOPLE, MANAGING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: THE STRATEGIC IMPERATIVE, 314, (5th ed.2016). 
9Inderjit Singh Bansal, Deeptymaya Sahu, Gautam Bakshi and Sukhjeet Singh, Evergreening- A Controversial Issue in Pharma 

Milieu, 14,  Journal of Intellectual Property Right 299, 302-303 (2009). 
10 Dr. Vijay Oak, Evergreening of Patents, BHARTI LAW REVIEW,( July 25, 2018, 10:05 PM) 

http://elib.bvuict.in/moodle/pluginfile.php/151/mod_resource/content/0/Evergreening%20of%20Patent.pdf. 
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medicine instead of generic drugs. Consumer purchase costly medicine without knowing anything and trust for 

the doctor in eyes of patient has been used as a tool by brand name companies for increasing the life of 

medicine.   

VI. OPTION AGAINST EVERGREENING  

Evergreening turn out to be hazardous for public health and for generic drugs but in recent time there are 

various steps taken to preserve such kind of practices. Some measures and option which prevent evergreening 

are discussed below:  

Section 3(d) of Indian Patent Act was introduced in April 2005 for the purpose of to check the evergreening in 

pharmaceutical sector, this section introduce the new idea which is also recognized by U.S.A because of their 

efficiency of implementation. According to Section 3(d), if we want a patent on a new form of known substance 

to be patentable, it must add on some enhanced efficacy with respect to the known efficacy of existing 

product.11   

“The mere discovery of a new form of a known substance which does not result in the enhancement of the 

known efficacy of that substance or the mere discovery of any new property or new use for a known substance 

or of the mere use of a known process, machine or apparatus unless such known process result in a new product 

or employs at least one new reactant”12 

This section basically judge a drug on the basis of its “enhanced efficiency” which commonly known as 

“therapeutic efficiency” in pharmaceutical sector. If there is no significant change in “therapeutic efficiency” 

then it will not patentable, conclusively Indian Patent system does not support patent for invention which are 

minor modification to existing product. Conclusively we can say that unless a new form of existing drug will 

not show some addition to therapeutic efficacy in comparison to existing drug then it will not be patentable and 

‘mere use of’ of known compound cannot be patentable.13 

In Novartis A.G v Union of India criteria for therapeutic efficiency was laid down this case represent the 

milestone in patent jurisprudence in India.    

Novartis is a company which produces drugs for cancer treatment and selling its drugs around the globe, in 

1998 Novartis field an patent application for grant of patent for Imanitinib Mestlate in beta crystalline (Glivec) 

at the Chennai Patent Office in 1998 and claimed that it is more efficient then alpha crystal form of Imanitable 

                                                             
11 Dr. Suchi Midha, Aditi Midha, Concept of Substantial Similarity in Pharmaceutical Patent Infringement Cases and the Implication 

of Section 3d of Indian Patent Act, 6 Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Technology & Innovation 1, 2-3 (2014). 
12 The Patents Act, 1970, No.39, Acts of Parliament, 1970 (India). 
13 Dr. Suchi Midha, Aditi Midha, Concept of Substantial Similarity in Pharmaceutical Patent Infringement Cases and the Implication 

of Section 3d of Indian Patent Act, 6 Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Technology & Innovation 1, 2-3 (2014). 
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Mesylate which was claimed in 1993. At that point of time India did not grant patent on Product but after 2005 

amendment product can also be patented in India. The product was selling outside India in various countries on 

25 January 2006 the Assistant Controller of Patents rejected the patent claim on the ground of Section 3(d) of 

the Patent Act. Later Novartis field an appeal in Madras which was transferred to Intellectual property 

Appellate Board (IPAB). The appeal rejected by IPAB on 26 June 2009 then Novartis Approached to SC. 

The point of dispute was that whether the drug stands on the ground of test of patentability given in the Section 

3(d) of the Patent Act. 

The  appellant argues that Glivec had 30% increase in  the bioavailability (absorption of drug in bloodstream) 

which simply increase the ‘therapeutic efficacy’ in comparison to known substance, Novartis also argued that 

Section 3(d) was the violation of Article 14 Indian Constitution and it will bar the incremental innovation.  

The argument of Novartis was objected in the ground that the anticipation of Glivec could be done easily 

because it is disclose in various countries. It is a critical drug which is patented about 35 countries and on the 

basis of prior publication of Zimmermann patent. Another argument was that the modification in the claimed 

invention was minor modification and if patent was granted then it will be very harmful for public health. 

The Supreme Court held that, the term ‘efficacy’ in Section 3(d) means “the ability to produce a desired or 

intended result” and laid down the test that efficiency in Section 3(d) means the result, the function, the ability 

and utility to produce intended result. Simply means test for efficiency was ‘therapeutic efficacy’, that is the 

capacity of drug to cure. Court also say that the criteria of therapeutic efficacy will differ from case to case and 

section 3(d) does not bar the protection of incremental invention neither voilative of Article 14 of the Indian 

Constitution. Supreme Court rejected the claim on the ground of Section 3(d)14.    

Public health should also been taken into account before granting and extra patent to the existing product. In E 

Hoffmann La Roche Ltd v Cipla Ltd it was held that public interest will be given priority over the patent 

right. 

Roche field an patent application for “Human Epidermal Growth Factor Type – 1/Epidermal Growth Factor 

Receptor” popularly known as Erlotinib and patent is allowed. The particular drug was sold in the market at Rs 

4800 with the name of ‘Tarceva’ which is used for treatment of cancer and large public interest was attached 

with this medicine. Meanwhile Cipla Limited (Cipla) announced its launch of generic version of this drug with 

the name of Erlocip at Rs 1600.  

Roche filed a suit for infringement against Cipla stating that invention involves huge cost of research and this 

product was protected with the patent certificate 196774 dated 23rd February, 2007. 

                                                             
14 Novartis A.G v Union of India (2013) 6 SCC 1 (India).    
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In response Cipla replied that the grant of patent to Erlotinib was incorrect because it the derived version of 

known patented product known as ‘Quinazoline’ and the product was same except one substitution which was 

“obvious to any skilled person”. So the claim was obvious and did not involve any inventive step. Secondly if 

any company wants its drug to be protected from patent then according to Section 3(d) it must show “any 

improvement in its therapeutic efficacy”. Thirdly the current patent is nothing but a derived version of Gefitinib 

of Astrazeneca for which patent is refused by a decision of 30th August. Fourthly and most importantly if patent 

was granted to Roche then it will be harmful for public because there is huge price difference between Roche 

drug (Rs 4800) and Chipla drug (Rs 1600). Chipla argued that because the drug was a life saving drug, the 

public factor should also taken into account. 

Court deliver judgment and say that the claim of Cipla on the ground of obviousness that ‘Erlotinib’ was a 

derivative compound of known substance and it also the claim that it was not fulfill the criteria for therapeutic 

efficacy was denied by the court. But court considered the forth argument that it was against public health 

interest. 

Therefore court held and laid down the principle of public interest and said that where the large public interest 

was in question then priority should always given to public interest over patent right and rejected the 

infringement suit of Roche15. 

In recent times various legislation and judicial decision open many option against evergreening as discussed 

above which can be helpful for restricting such kind of practices. 

VII. ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF EVERGREENING  

Some experts believe that patent layering in some time turn out to be positive for public. Firstly they say patent 

system allows patent for both original and improvement invention (not frivolous improvement), technology 

always advance in incremental process and that improved version in some times improved the therapeutic 

efficiency of a particular drug. Secondly, each invention whether “original” or an “improvement” must fulfill a 

number of requirements in order to be subject to patent protection such as invention must be new, non-

obviousness and patent application must fully disclosed the features and other necessary requirement these 

statutory requirement operates neutrally.16 Some believes that modification in the existing product turn out to be 

useful and beneficial for consumer irrespective of the fact that these modifications are not big. For example a 

new formulation of drug which is easier to consume, use and less side effect in comparison to existing product.  

It also pointed that if we grant patent on proved version of any drugs then after expiration of patent on basic  

                                                             
15 E Hoffmann La Roche Ltd v. Cipla Ltd (2012) 52 P.T.C. 1. 
16 Patent “Evergreening”: Issue in Innovation and Competition, November 2009, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE (Aug. 

10,2018, 8:10 PM)  http://www.crsdocuments.com. 
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version generic firms are able to produce basic version of drugs they are only restrict to produce improved 

version. This phenomena useful because many times improved version was produced by other company and it 

will act as an motivation or we can that it the fuel which burns the light of genius.17 

VIII. CONCLUSION  

Evergreening promotes development of unfair practices and techniques in the hope of monopoly right for long 

period of time, this ultimately block the road for cheap medicine which is by far cheaper then brand name 

medicine. Many checks and balance was imposed to restrict such kind of practices as discussed above in this 

paper but to promote innovation we have to give patent on improved version of any patentable product. In 

pharmaceutical patents the scale of checking increment was ‘therapeutic efficacy’ which changes from case to 

case. To promote increment innovation we have to draw a line which separates both improper attempts at 

evergreening and legitimate incremental innovation.  

In countries like India where common men did not have sufficient resources to pursue their basic need and 

health problem affects their life style it is important to give priority to public health rather then patent protection 

and patent should not be granted on minor modification, minor addition and on frivolous claim.          
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